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1. Introduction. Several authors have discussed the problem of finding pairs

of generators for the known simple groups of finite, composite order (see [1; 2;

7; 8; 9]). In this paper we examine the symplectic group, the group of all 2« by

2n matrices, X, with entries from G¥(q), which satisfy

(1) XHXT = H,        #=(_?  Í),      XT = X transpose,

0 and / the zero and identity matrices, respectively. We denote this group by

Sp(2n,q), and by PSp(2/i, q) the factor group of Sp(2n,í¿) by its center, {+ /}.

PSp(2n, q) is a simple group of order

f/theg.cd.of2and<2 - 1, except for PSp(2,2) = S3, PSp(2,3) = A4, PSp(4,2) = S6

(see [4; 5]). We prove

Theorem. The group PSp(2n, q),for n ^ 3, has two generators, one of period

(group order) two.

In [1] the corresponding result is proved for the projective unimodular group.

In [8] it is proved that PSp(2rc, q), q a prime, is generated by two of its elements,

while in [9] this is proved for all of the known simple finite groups other than

the alternating and Mathieu groups.

For q = 2,T. G. Room [7], has proved this theorem. The result has certain

geometric implications [3].

2. Known generators of the symplectic group. The following is originally

due to Dickson [4]. The form in which we state it is convenient for our purposes ;

and, for a proof, that of Hua and Reiner [6], may be easily modified.

Lemma 1. Sp(2n,¿j) is generated by the following matrices:

(i)   translations
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(ii)   rotations

T. (i     ?).      S* = S;

R = {o   (uV1)'    áav*<K
(iii) semi-involutions

S-l     QI~Q)

where Q is a diagonal matrix of zeros and ones.

In all of what follows, £fj- will be the n by n matrix with a one in the ijth

position and zero elsewhere.

For x e GF(q), define

m - (i   f ■);
W-(í  xE"YE*);

for i #7. The T's commute, while the rotations satisfy (Bj/x))   1 = Rij( — x),

(Ru(x), Rjk(y)) = Rik(xy) if » * k ? j, where (U, V) is the commutator UVU~1V'1.

3. n ^ 3 and q odd.

Lemma 2. Sp(2n,q) is generated by

D

B-l

i = l

£„i

-£„i

n-l

£     £¡.í+l
¡ = 1

and J' = R21(a), where a is primitive in GF(q).

Clearly D and J' belong to Sp(2n, q). Consider the conjugates of J' by D:

D'^'D = R32(a)

D~lR32{a)D = R43(a)

(2) D-1R„in.1(a)D   = (Tnl(a))T

D-1(TBl(a))TD = Ry2(-a)

D-1Rn_yJ-a)D   =  Tal(-a)

D-1^-*!)© = R21(a).
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Since Ru( - x) = (R¡/x)) _1,the group generated by D and J' contains every

rotation of the form Ru + l( ± a) and Ri + li(± a), for all possible values of i.

(R12(a) , R23(a)) = R13(a2)

(Rl3(a2) , R32(a)) = Rl2(a3)

(3) ;
(R12(a2J+i),R23(a))= R13(a2J+2)

(R13(a2i),R32(a))= Rl2(a2i+1),

so that every R13(a2') and R12(a2J+l), for every integer value of / and j, is

obtained. Now q is odd, so q — 1 is even and we have /?13(1). But there exist in

GF(q) solutions x, y of x2 + y2 = a-1. Let x = a' and y = aJ; then x2 = a2\

v2 = a2' and

(4) R13(a2i)R13(a2J) = R13(x2 + y2) = R^1).

So

(5) (R13(a-1),R32(a)) = R12(l)

is available.

By replacing a by 1 in (2), we see that the conjugates of R12(l) under D contain

every R¡>i+1(l) and Ri+1 ¡(1). Then

(R12(1),R23(1))= R13(l)

(R13(l), R34(l))  = Rl4(l)

(6) (Ru(l),Ru+1(l))     = Rlii+1(l)

(R32(l), R21(l))  = R3l(l)

(Rl+UV),Rt,i(.l))  = ä,+i.i(1)

so that we get every Rn(l) and Ri/1), for all possible i and j.

Now let i #7. If i# 1 #/

(7) (RnW, Ri/1)) = Ru(i);

and since

(8) (R13(a2k), R32(l)) = R12(a2k),

then,

(R;1(l), R12(u)) = Ri2(u),    i # 2;

(9)
(Ri2(u), R2k(l)) = Rik(u),    i # k # 2.
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We know that every n by n matrix, U, of determinant one can be written as a

product of matrices of the form / + xEu. Hence, the group generated by D and

J' contains every rotation (ii) with det U = 1.

Now,

(10) D-'Ry^D   =  Tl2(x),

(11) («i2 (j),T12(x)\   =  Ty(x),

and we get every Ty(x) and every T12(x). Also, (Ty(x))T = D~"'1T1( - x)Dn+1.

If Sy(x) = Ty(x) (Ty( - x~1))TTy(x), then

(12) «-«>«»=('-Y""    t-Eul.-%.)
Every n by n matrix of nonzero determinant is a product of a matrix of deter-

minant one and a matrix / — £n + xEu, x =£ 0 in GF(q). Since a is primitive,

every element in GF(ij) is some power of a, and we see that the group generated

by D and J' contains every matrix of the form (ii), with det U # 0.

We have obtained the matrices Ty(x) and T¡ 2(x) from D and J'. Since

(13)

// S\       II S'\ (I S + S'\

\oi)     \oi) - [o      I )'

tu      0     \    II S\     lU'1 0  \ // USUT\

[o  (u7)-1)   [o i)    [o    VT)   ~ [o   I    J '

we see that every translation can be obtained by simultaneously interchanging

rows and corresponding columns of the symmetric matrices x£u and xJS12 + xE2i

of Ty(x) and T12(x), respectively, and then taking their products.

Now define

Si.j,k.... -  [q^!      q    )>

where Q has zeros in the iitb, jjth, kkth, ■ ■ • positions, and ones in all other diagonal

positions. Then S2,—, S„ are among the conjugates of S y under D; and since

(14) (St,J,k,..)(.Sii,ji.kt,.J = S;,j,)t.hjito,...

we see that every generator of the group Sp(2n,q) can be obtained from D and J'

torn > 2 and q odd. We return now to the case of characteristic two.

4. n ^ 4 and q a power of two.

Lemma 3. Sp(2n,2m) is generated by the matrix D of Lemma 2 and J':

j,      (I + aE2l E„„    \

I      0 / + aEl2) '
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a primitive in GF(q).

<'5> »-«-  Ce?1 , + *„)-■

(16) (J',B)   = R3l(a2).

(17) (J',R31(a2)) = R23(a3).

Notice that for i0 and j0 fixed, the conjugates of RioJo(x) under D (see (2))

contain the matrices Rst(x), where | s — í | = | i0 — /o | •

(18) (R23(a3),R3l(a2)) = R21(a5)

(19) (Ä2i(a5), RiÁ"2)) = *23(«7)-

Now a9-1 = 1 is an odd power of a, so we obtain from D and J' every

Rii+1(l) and Ri+1 ¡(1) for all possible i (see (2)). As in the case of odd charac-

teristic, we also obtain every JRy(l).

Now,

(20) (R32(l), J') = R31(a);

and

(21) (R13(a),R32(a3)) = R12(aA).

But squaring is an automorphism of a field of characteristic two, so a4 is primitive

if a is. Hence, using equations (2) through (9), we obtain every rotation (ii) with

(22) R21(a)J' = T„„(l)

for any y in GF(ij),

(23) (RMTm(l))= (J      J^+'W*«).

Also

(24) D-iRu.l.J(yyD = TJj)\

(25) (Rln(y),T„n(l))Tln(y) = T,(y2).

Again, since squaring is an automorphism, y2 is arbitrary. The proof may now be

completed as above.

5. The  group Sp(6,2m). In this section we show
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Lemma 4.   Sp(6,2m) is generated by D and J':

ÍI+aE2l      a-'E.A

\       O I + aEl2) '

where a is primitive in GF(ij).

Computing At = D~1J'D, A2 = D~2J'D2, A3 = (J',D), we get

D-1^2D"M2D"M3D3 = R13(a2)

and D_1jR13(a2)D = T12(a2). Then since D~1(Rl3(x),A1)2 = R13(x2), we get

every R13(a2k), k>0. Now aq = a is some power of two, so we get the matrix

Ri3(a). We have shown that the matrix Ti2(a2) can be obtained from D and

J'. Assume that we have obtained the matrix Tl2(ak). But then, because

(26) (R^alD-'T^D) = Tl2(ak+1),

we can get every matrix of the form T12(x), for any x in G¥(q). Hence we have

shown that every R13(x), for any x in GF(<7) is obtained from D and J'.

Now we compute A4. = (R13(a2),A1), A5=(D~1R31(a2)D)(D ~2R31(a4)D2)A4A2,

A6 = Rl3(l)R31(l)D~2A5D2R31(l)R13(l), A, = (R13(l),A6), and finally

(D x^7D,R13(x)) = B23(vx), with y = a * + a5. If the field is neither GF(2) or

GF(4), y # 0 and x can be chosen so that yx = a. Then the group generated by

D and J' contains every rotation (ii) with det U = 1.

(27) R2l(a)J' = T3(a~l).

Hence, the proof may now be completed as before.

Now consider the case of the field GF(4). GF(4) is generated over GF(2) by

a root of 1 + x + x2. If a is a primitive element then the three nonzero elements

are 1, a, 1 + a = a2 = a-1. We shall now show that the group Sp(6,4)is gener-

ated by the matrix D and the matrix J' defined by

Jl=   ¡I + aE21        aE33 \

\    0 I+aE12)

First,

(28) (J',D~lJ'D) = R3i(a2),

(29) D~3R3l(a2)D3  = Rl3(a2).

Moreover,

(D-2R3l(a2)D2)(D-3J'D3)(D-lR31(a2)D)

(30) /      i       o\
(Rl3(\),D-lJ'D)(D-2J'D2)   =    [a-iE     ¡) •
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Then T3(a~x) is a conjugate of this matrix by D and

(31) B13(l)T3(fl-1)B13(l)D2T3(a-1)D-2  -  Ty^a'1),

(32) D-'Ty^a-^D = B21(a"1).

Now surely a-1 is primitive if a is, so we may proceed as before.

The case of GF(2) is best handled in [7] where Room exhibits two generators

for the group Sp(6,2), one of which has period two.

6. The main theorem. We have thus far seen that the group Sp(2n,q) has

two generators for n > 2. We are now in a position to prove the theorem of

the introduction.

For q a power of two, the matrix J' of §§4 and 5 have period two. For q odd

the matrices D as above and J defined by

// + bEl2 - 2E22 0 \

\ 0 / + bE21 - 2E22 j '

where b = a ¡2, a primitive, generate the symplectic group.

Among the conjugates of J and D are the following

// + bE2l - 2E22 0 \

1 ~\ 0 / + bE12 - 2E22 j '

(I + bE32-2E33 0 \

2 " \ 0 / + bE23 - 2E33 ) '

(33)

Then,

(34) (J, Jy, J2) = R32(x),

where x = b3 + 4b, and the commutator (X, Y, Z) is defined to be (X, (Y, Z)).

Also,

(35) (J,JyJ2Jy) = R32(y),

where y = b3 +2b. Now,

(36) R32(x)(R32(y)y1 = R32(x -y) = R32(2b) = R32(a),

and this matrix, together with D are known generators.

In the natural map Sp(2n,q) onto PSp(2n,q), D and J' are mapped onto gene-

rators, and the coset containing J has period two.
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